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Guruji Prof. Krishnamurti has founded KP Astrology by studying immediate 

verifiable events like restoration of electricity in house, delivery of a mail or 

communication establishing over phone etc.  His remarkable contribution to 

the humanity is undoubtedly the path breaking research in the field of Horary 

Astrology.  A simple study of twin’s charts revealed that their chart by 

traditional and stellar method will remain same though one among the twin 

will have entirely different type of life than the other one.  One may do 

engineering and other may pass only tenth standard with difficulty.  One may 

marry early and the other remains unmarried for a long time, one is getting 

promotions in life quickly and other remain in one post and retire in the same.   

This phenomenon can't be explained by any other method of astrology than KP.  

The finest point which distinguishes twins is the sublord of the ascendant and 

various houses which creates this difference among their lives.  

Prof. Krishnamurti started studying natal chart and started experimenting with 

the newly founded method of sublord but the result in natal chart will take 

much more time.  Horary Astrology is used by Vedic astrologers and westerners 

alike and then Prof KSK applied his sub lord theory to the time charts.  Results 

encouraged him to do more and more research.   He found the horary time chart 

results are much better than correcting natal chart and then predict.  Basically, 

horary time charts are focused on one issue at a time and there is no confusion 

of casting time of the chart unlike the natal chart where birth time definition 

and the recorded birth time both are not beyond doubts in most of the cases.  

Time chart results are quick and can be applied to simple issues in life including 

the restoration of electricity.  Prof. KSK said if the astrology principles are 

correct then whether it is a small matter or a big the application of principles 

remains same and the result should be accurate and correct.  He realized the 

limitations of time chart when two contesting candidates came to him for 

asking about their chances of winning an election.  Now, as per the time chart 

the result will be same for both of them but in reality only one won and the 



other lost.  This pushed our Guruji to think deeper and then he thought of a 

unique system of asking a number among 1 to 108 and cast a chart based on 

this.   Many thought, this is numerology but it is not so. He divided each star in 

four navamsha and hence 27 stars multiplied by 4 became 108.  This is not a 

random number.   He asked consultant to give a number thinking about his or 

her issue for which astrologer consultation is sought.  Invariably, the number 

given by the consultant and chart casted based on this ensured reflection of 

consultants question in the chart.   Guruji then preferred horary over natal for 

rest of his life due to its accuracy and focus on one issue at a time.  There is 

further advantage of getting finer details and reaching more granular level on 

the single predominant issue in client’s mind which is next to impossible from 

a natal chart which points to many things going to happen in the given DBAs.  

In today's world of hectic lifestyle and enormous speed in every walk of life 

every consultant is interested to get quick and pointing answers to his/her 

queries.  This is possible only through Horary and not through natal astrology.   

KP astrologers are known for giving bold predictions on the events to unfold 

and with greater accuracy on timing the events through the horary system.  

Guruji himself advocated in many of his articles on use of Horary over Natal. He 

also used horary to check the past events in his articles 'Horoscopy - past and 

future' published in Astrology and Athrishtra magazine which he edited and 

published.   

In order to increase the prediction accuracy he applied the principle of dividing 

the stellar span in proportion to the Vimsottari Dasa.  Each star divided in nine 

parts again will give 27 multiplied by 9 = 243 smaller parts of a star which he 

called sub.  But Sun star Rahu sub is in Aries and also in Taurus, Jupiter star 

moon sub is in Gemini and also in cancer, sun star Rahu sub is in Leo and also 

in Virgo and Jupiter star, moon sub is in Libra and Scorpio so also sun star Rahu 

sub is in Sagittarius and sun star Rahu sub is in Capricorn and both Pisces and 

Aquarius there is Jupiter star and moon sub.   Hence, considering sign lord, star 

lord and sub lord there are 6 subs coming extra totaling to 243+6 = 249. 

He then established KP Horary method which is based on asking a number to 

client between No. 1 and No. 249.   Client is giving a number means he is 



communicating the ascendant to the degree, minutes and seconds of the horary 

chart straight away.  The system is miraculously found correct in all the cases.   

The typical case of two opponents coming to astrologer for election winning 

prediction is easily tackled by this new system.   Invariably, one candidate will 

tell a number which reveals he will win and the other will tell a number which 

confirms his loss.  This KP Horary method is the ultimate weapon in the arsenal 

of KP astrologers worldwide. This tool must be used, reused and polished by 

every budding astrologer.  

In today’s era of emails, internet, WhatsApp and Facebook, astrologer is more 

accessible to the clients.  The expectation bar is very high on quick but accurate 

prediction from KP astrologers.  The questions are also getting more and more 

complex.  Most of these questions are extremely difficult to answer from the 

birth chart and timing them on DBA is also very difficult.  The branches of 

education have expanded, specialization and super specialization is the norm 

of the day.  Client will not be happy just to know the broader sphere of his 

education.  He wants to know whether he will get admission to a specific college 

and to a specific course.  He wants to know whether he will get VISA and will 

able to pursue a specific course abroad.  There are many type of jobs which 

were not existing earlier.  Number and complexities of diseases have been on 

rise.  Though the medical science has progressed to tackle more and more 

complexities in life, a common man is confused due to diametrically opposite 

views of the specialist on his ailments.  He is not sure on his diagnosis even after 

consulting topmost specialists.  KP astrologers can guide these clients with 

accuracy on the line of treatment and on pinpointing the disease.  Horary 

astrology is the most powerful tool to use in these difficult situations.   

In a natal chart the retrograde planets do not makes much difference but in 

horary charts which projects amplified view of the situation, retrograde motion 

of the planet makes lot of difference.  In fact, if the main house sublord is found 

in the constellation of retrograde planet then the answer to the question is 

negative.  I.e. the Event in consultant’s mind will not take place.   Horary 

astrology hence is a powerful tool to get the result immediately without having 

detailed analysis of the chart.  



The proof of pudding is in eating and KP horary astrology has answers to all 

complicated questions for today's complex world.  Pranams to Guruji Prof K. S. 

Krishnamurti ji who has found this accurate and simple method which can be 

practiced by experienced and novice astrologers alike and the results will be 

the same, rule based and which can withstand the time test.     

Good Luck! 
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